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Abstract 

Two bilayer systems (TaN/Mo and ZrN/Mo) have been deposited onto WC–Co cermets in order to limit the cobalt 
diffusion from this substrate and to promote the diamond nucleation. Mo was the top layer. The diamond CVD coating 
process includes two steps: 1) Bias Enhance Nucleation (BEN) step for diamond nucleation control, 2) diamond growth 
step with a time-modulated negative substrate polarization to form nanocrystalline diamond grains (NCD). Original 
cluster morphology of diamond film was obtained, and patented under the name PyrNCD (for pyramidal NCD). Clusters 
are multilayered and composed of two diamond layers (resp. grain sizes: about 1 nm and 10 nm) periodically repeated. 
Thermomechanical computations have been carried out to understand the stress distribution inside the multilayer 
systems before and after diamond deposition. Computation results demonstrate that the architecture of the system is 
optimized and the morphology of PyrNCD diamond clusters should not degrade their substrate adhesion. A mechanism 
for the formation of the diamond layer is proposed for a time-modulated polarized diamond growth process to 
understand the formation of both the specific morphology and the NCD grains. 

 

Keywords : NCD ; Time-modulated biased diamond ; Multilayer systems ; Carbon diffusion ; Diamond growth 

mechanism ; Tooling applications 

 

1. Introduction 

Composite material machining requires the production of erosion resistive cutting tools coated with ultra-hard materials 

like diamond. Inability to manufacture effective diamond coated cutting tools is due to technical problems such as 

delamination during production and to the low fracture toughness of diamond (3–4 MPa.m1/2). As a consequence, 

extensive researches on using diamond as hard coating is developed but faced two main difficulties. First, the strength 

of purely covalent bonds between carbon atoms prevents them from forming chemical bonding to the substrate 

material in order to assure the adequate adhesion. Second, for WC–Co cermets, the cobalt metallic binder is well known 

to catalyze the formation of sp2 graphitic species [1-2] detrimental for the adhesion of diamond. 

To limit the cobalt diffusion close to the interface with diamond, two main methods may be considered: 

- Binder removal from the top surface of the cermet substrate using acidic treatments (Caro's acid [3-4], Murakami's 

reagent [3], [5-7]), 

- The use of intermediate layers as cobalt diffusion barrier and controlling the carbon diffusion phenomenon during the 

diamond deposit [8-15]. 

The first method is cheap, fast and easily integrated into production chains. It remains the most commonly used in 

industry. Unfortunately the chemical attack weakens the interface with a debonding of the WC grains leading to a more 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0257897213001655?via%3Dihub#!
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brittle area and delamination by grain shedding. As a consequence, this method is not coherent with the principle of 

using a larger quantity of binder in cutting tools in order to increase their resilience. The intermediate layer method 

turns out to be an interesting alternative. No additional tool surface preparation is required but unfortunately problems 

of adhesion subsist. In a previous study [16], we have shown that the use of some metallic interlayers (NbN, TaN and ZrN) 

of 1 μm thickness can efficiently stop the cobalt diffusion through the surface. The boundaries between the substrate 

(WC–Co) and these interlayers are partially coherent (metallic bonding) and as a consequence are very strong [17]. 

However, the diamond nucleation density is generally less important on the metallic carbides and nitrides than on their 

pure metal form [4]. 

As a consequence, the design of bilayer systems has been optimized to isolate the cobalt from the diamond and to 

increase diamond nucleation. The first layer, the metallic nitride coating at the interface with the substrate, acts as a 

diffusion barrier for the cobalt. It is composed of TaN likely to carburize during diamond deposition or of ZrN 

thermochemically stable in the CVD conditions used [16], [19]. This layer is then coated with a thin molybdenum [18] layer 

dedicated to enhance the diamond nucleation density (called here the “diamond nucleation layer”). Some authors have 

also proposed to use titanium [4], [9], [10-11], but thermochemical computation has shown that the bilayer system TaN–Ti is 

thermodynamically unstable for diamond CVD range of process temperature [19]. Hence, this work focuses on the TaN–

Mo and ZrN–Mo bilayer systems used to enhance the time-modulated polarized diamond growth with a control of 

cobalt and carbon diffusion phenomena during the diamond formation at the interface and a control of the NCD cluster 

morphology. 

 

2. Experimental 

 

2.1. Bi-layer system deposition 

Substrates were commercially available WC–12% Co square 16 × 16 mm2 pads and 4 mm thick. They have been sand-

blasted under the following conditions: P = 2 bar, t = 15 s. Average surface roughness (measured by a white light 

confocal profilometer VEECO) equals 380 ± 50 nm and root-mean-square roughness 480 ± 60 nm. Prior to the growth of 

intermediate layer deposits, ultrasonic cleaning with acetone and then propane-1-ol vapors are used in order to 

eliminate impurities on the surface. Diffusion barrier and diamond nucleation layer were deposited using a reactive 

magnetron sputtering Plassys MP700 plant. The temperature of the substrates was fixed at 673 K [16]. The target to 

substrate distance was set at 70 mm for all deposits to guarantee a uniform layer thickness in respect of a fair 

deposition rate. 

Nitride layers are deposited by reactive sputtering of tantalum (99.98%) and zirconium (99.8%) metallic targets in an 

argon–nitrogen (Dinal Alphagaz 2, > 99.999%) plasma. Deposition conditions have been optimized in previous works and 

are presented in Table 1. The ultimate pressure before processing was 1–2 · 10− 5 Pa. Deposition rates are accurately 

extrapolated from nitride layer thicknesses deposited on silicon wafers. The diamond nucleation layer was obtained 

from a molybdenum (99.98% Cerac) target sputtered in an ultrapure argon (Dinal Alphagaz 2, > 99.999%) plasma. 

Moreover, this gas was purified passing through a R.D. Mathis purifier (titanium heated at 1023 K). 
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2.2. Diamond deposition 

Diamond deposition was carried out using a home-made microwave tubular CVD reactor. The 50 mm quartz tube 

crosses a waveguide powered by a 2.45 GHz microwave generator that can yield a power of up to 2 kW. A system to 

apply an independent DC bias to the substrate placed 1 cm above a grounded core anode, has also been added. 

Our coating process is a mix between the works reported by Vandenbulcke et al. [20-22], who synthesized diamond 

deposits using a multiple-step process, and by Q.H. Fan [23] or G. Cabral [24], who used a variable methane concentration 

during the diamond growth process, named time-modulated CVD (TMCVD). Multilayer diamond coatings on WC–12%Co 

substrates are synthesized without prior seeding and using a two-step growth process. First, nucleation step was carried 

out with a high methane concentration (3%) and a BEN (bias enhanced nucleation) at − 200 V [25-29]. Second, a “time-

modulated polarized growth step” (TMPGS) is achieved at lower methane concentration (0.8%). It consists of alternating 

two sequences n-times. The first one is a diamond growth without substrate bias. The second one is assumed to be a 

secondary diamond nucleation obtained by biasing the substrate at − 200 V. In this work, the duration of this two 

alternated sequences was fixed to 30 min each. This protocol has been patented (WO/2010/076423, [30]). The CVD 

deposition conditions are presented in Table 2. The temperature of the sample surface was set at 1150 K (measured 

with a Raytek biband pyrometer). 

 

2.3. Characterization 

X-ray diffraction was used to determine the deposited phases thanks to a Philips PW1820 diffractometer with θ/2θ 

geometry and a Cu Kα radiation proportional detector. Morphology observations were carried out with a SEM Jeol JMS 

6360A microscope equipped with a Jeol EDS system. The observation of the diamond layer nanostructure was 

performed by a Jeol 2200FS TEM equipped with a Jeol EDS/STEM system. 

2.4. Thermomechanical computation 

Thermomechanical computations – COMSOL Multiphysics® [31] software – have been performed to estimate the 

thermomechanical stress adaptation depending on the interlayer system and the diamond film morphology: NCD or 

PyrNCD [30]. The mechanical properties of all the materials used have a wide range of values. For this computation, the 

retained values presented in Table 3 are mean values issued of bibliography [13], [32-36]. All these values correspond to bulk 

material properties. As a consequence some difference may occur with the real properties of the materials deposited in 

thin film. However, the aim of these calculations was to compare qualitatively the strain levels reached in the different 

multilayer systems. 
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The significant difference between the thickness of the substrate (4 mm) and the Mo layer (0.0004 mm) has restricted 

this computation to a 2D approach with a 1 × 1 mm2 substrate size. The NCD diamond film is modeled by a contiguous 

cluster set with the same diameter and height (5 μm, Fig. 1). This decomposition would allow simulating the strain 

distribution between the clusters, the entire interface being considered as perfect (i.e. without roughness, without 

porosity, without material diffusion…). In order to increase the resolution near of the interface with the layer systems, 

the substrate was decomposed in two parts linked with a perfect bound. The “substrate 1” has a 20 μm thickness and 

allows refining the mesh near and in the multilayer system. 

 

Fig. 1. Mesh presentation of the system for thermomechanical computation. 

 

3. Experimental results 
 

3.1. Coating morphology and microstructure 

In a previous work [19], thermomechanical calculation, TEM, XRD and AES analyses have shown that: 

- Stoichiometric mono-nitrides MN (M = Ta or Zr) have been synthesized, 

- each layer is very dense and continuous, 

- no reaction between the different layers occurs before diamond deposition neither at the interface with the substrate, 

- no cobalt neither molybdenum diffusion through the diffusion barrier occurs at 400 °C during PVD processes, 

- weak cobalt diffusion is noticed through the diffusion barrier during the CVD diamond deposition. 

Original pyramidal diamond cluster morphology (Fig. 2) is obtained with NCD deposition condition used in this work. 

SEM observations validate a continuous diamond layer obtained with a MWCVD process duration of 6 h 30 min. The 

common spherical morphology usually observed for NCD films is not found here. Each cluster is composed of two parts: 

a cylindrical base and a conical top (Fig. 2). This pyramidal morphology has been patented under the name PyrNCD [30]. 

TEM observation proves that each pyrNCD diamond clusters are composed of two kinds of diamond layers 

corresponding to the unbiased and biased (time-modulated polarized growth step) sequences (Fig. 3). All of these 

diamond layers are dense with continuous interfaces. HR-TEM observations (not shown here) prove a high difference in 

diamond grain size according to the biased (about 1.1 ± 0.3 nm) and the unbiased (about 9.0 ± 4.0 μm) sequences. EDS-

STEM [19] shows that the Mo nucleation layer is totally sputtered by the ionic bombardment used during the CVD 

process. Moreover, some cobalt succeeds in diffusing through the diffusion barrier to the interface with the diamond 
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layer. This cobalt appears under its metallic form or as Co–Mo–C ternary compounds identified by XRD as Co6Mo6C2 

(PDF 01-080-0339) and Co2Mo4C (PDF 01-089-4885). They are localized in a graphite–diamond mixed layer close to the 

interface with the diffusion barrier [19]. EDS-STEM analyses prove that, to prevent cobalt diffusion from substrate, the 

ZrN diffusion barrier is more efficient than TaN [30]. The formation of a nanocrystalline diamond layer was confirmed by 

Raman analyses [19]. 

Nevertheless, the composition choice for the diffusion barrier affects the final diamond cluster size (Fig. 4). When the 

ZrN/Mo bilayer system is used, no carburization of the diffusion layer occurs during the CVD process. The diamond 

cluster size distribution is bimodal (1.5 ± 0.5 μm and 10 ± 5 μm; Fig. 4c). In the instance of the TaN/Mo bilayer system, 

the surface is covered by PyrNCD clusters with average base diameters smaller than 5 μm (Fig. 4a). 

 

 

Fig. 2. SEM cross-section picture of PyrNCD on TaN/Mo initial bilayer system: continuous layer and pyramidal diamond cluster 

morphology. 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. TEM picture of a PyrNCD cluster composed of layers with different grain sizes depending on bias or unbiased sequences. 
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Fig. 4. SEM pictures of PyrNCD layer (top view) deposited on TaN/Mo (a and b) and on ZrN/Mo (c and d) initial bilayer systems 

after diamond deposition process of 6 h for a) and c) and of 3 h for b) and d). 

3.2. Thermomechanical computation 

For a NCD film on the initial bilayer system, the use of TaN or ZrN as a cobalt barrier diffusion induces a very slight 

difference in the stress values and any difference in their distribution. The stresses load progressively from the edge to 

the center of the substrate. To quantify the effect of the nucleation layer present on the thermomechanical stress 

distribution, the computation was performed with and without the nucleation layer. Values presented in Table 4 are 

average values estimated far from the edges. When diamond layer is represented as a continuous layer (named NCD) 

composed of clusters (square shaped in this case), the removal of the nucleation layer induces a light decrease of the 

tensile stress value estimated for diffusion layer and no difference for the diamond layer. 

 

The stress distribution inside the PyrNCD cluster can be divided into three zones (Fig. 5). The first one corresponds to 

the cylindrical base of the pyramidal cluster. The tensile stresses in this area are similar to those of the NCD diamond 

film. The second zone, the conical part of the PyrNCD cluster, is subjected to weak thermomechanical stresses. The third 

zone is the junction between the two previous ones. This area is subjected to intense compressive stresses (values 

presented in Table 4). However, this high stress state is located inside the diamond layer at the junction between 

clusters (Fig. 5). From the perspective of thermomechanical stress distribution based on these results, the original 

morphology of PyrNCD diamond clusters should not degrade their adherence compared to the NCD morphology. 

Moreover, the addition of the nucleation layer (subjected to tensile stresses) leads to a reduction of the tensile stress 

values obtained for the diffusion layer [37]. It should be beneficial to have a more gradual stress distribution from the 

substrate to the diamond layer. 
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Fig. 5. Thermomechanical stress distributions in a a) NCD and b) PyrNCD diamond coating deposited at 1150 K. 

4. Discussion 

Diamond cluster size differences depending on the chosen diffusion barrier can be explained by their carbon solubility 

and carbon diffusion coefficient. 

Fig. 6 presents the evolution of the logarithm of the diffusion coefficient Ln(D) as a function of the inverse temperature 

1/T for TaC [38], ZrN [39] and Mo2C [40]. From 1400 K to 3000 K, the diffusion coefficient values for ZrN are always lower 

than for TaC, itself lower than for Mo2C. 

For both systems, the nucleation layer is composed of molybdenum. During diamond deposition process, the 

molybdenum layer is carburized in Mo2C. The carbon diffusion coefficient in Mo2C is estimated to 4 · 10− 12 cm2/s at 

1150 K (CVD process temperature); an intermediate value compared to the values obtained for others carbides [18]. As a 

consequence during the process, the formation of numerous diamond nuclei occurs thanks to a high initial nucleation 

step and the formation of a diamond continuous layer is possible. 

 

Fig. 6. Diffusion coefficient evolution as a function of temperature for TaC [38], ZrN [39] and Mo2C [40]: Ln(D) = f(1 / T). 

Depending on the diffusion barrier composition, carburization happens (TaN–Mo system) or not (ZrN–Mo system). As 

observed by Joffreau et al. [18] for single layer systems, nucleation density and final grain sizes depend on the carbon 

solubility inside the substrate. When the carbon diffusion coefficient is low as for TaC (estimated to 1 · 10− 17 cm2/s at 

1150 K by extrapolation of the curve and announced to be equal to 2 · 10− 14 cm2/s without temperature details by [18]), 

a very low solubility of carbon is possible, super-saturated areas are few represented and as a consequence, a low 

nucleation occurs and large grains of diamond are formed. When the carbon diffusion coefficient is high as for TiC 

(1 · 10− 8 cm2/s, [18]), a very high solubility of carbon is possible, super-saturation areas are numerous and 
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homogeneously distributed at the surface. Thus a lot of nuclei are formed and small grains of diamond appear. But due 

to the competition between dissolution and growth, the formation of a continuous diamond layer is difficult. Joffreau 

and al. [18] have shown that to obtain a satisfactory diamond nucleation density, a compromise has to be done between 

a high carbon solubility to preserve homogeneous distribution of diamond nucleus and a moderate carbon solubility to 

preserve diamond nuclei from dissolution. 

In our case, an interlayer system composed of a nucleation layer with an intermediate carbon diffusion coefficient (Mo) 

coated on a diffusion layer composed of either a low coefficient (TaN carburized in TaC, 1 · 10− 17 cm2/s at 1150 K) or a 

very low coefficient (stable ZrN until 1150 K, 1 · 10− 21 cm2/s at 1150 K) is used. During the diamond deposition process, 

due to the TaC formation, the TaN–Mo system dissolves more carbon than the ZrN–Mo system. Without the use of a 

bias sequenced CVD process, this carbon solubility difference should explain the homogeneous spatial distribution of 

diamond nuclei at the beginning of the process for the TaN–Mo system with the carburization of the molybdenum 

nucleation layer as well as carbon dissolution into the TaN layer to form TaC. As a result at the end of the CVD process, a 

non-continuous diamond layer should be obtained. Whereas for the ZrN–Mo system, without carburization of the ZrN 

diffusion layer, the mechanism obtained for molybdenum should prevail over ZrN one. In this case, the carbon solubility 

in the ZrN–Mo bilayer system could be optimized with the nucleation layer thickness leading to the formation of a 

continuous diamond layer. In this study, the first step of the CVD process is the nucleation step carried out with a high 

methane concentration and the use of a bias applied to the substrate. Due to the etching effect, first nuclei are formed 

on defects produced on the molybdenum layer surface and inside area saturated in carbon. Ionic bombardment can also 

induce nuclei sputtering at the top surface of the interlayer systems. Depending on the system, the nucleus density can 

be affected and as a consequence, the cluster distribution can be modified as noticeable Fig. 4 b) for TaN/Mo and Fig. 4 

d) for ZrN/Mo. An estimation of the cluster density after 3 h of diamond growth is 1.7 · 106 nucleus/cm2 for TaN–Mo and 

1.3 · 106 nucleus/cm2 for ZrN–Mo. No continuity of diamond cluster layer is observed but a cluster size difference is 

already noticeable. The average cluster size after 3 h of diamond growth is 2.5 ± 0.8 μm for TaN–Mo with a maximal of 

3.7 μm and a minimal of 1.0 μm and for ZrN–Mo, 1.8 ± 1.0 μm with a maximal of 4.3 μm and a minimal of 0.2 μm. The 

presence of a lot of small clusters (< 1 μm) is noticeable for ZrN–Mo system whereas cluster sizes are more 

homogeneous for the TaN–Mo system. To conclude on nucleation, the cluster grain size distributions confirm the 

influence of the selected bilayer system on the nucleation of diamond grains since the first step of process and its 

consequences for the evolution of the diamond layer. The bimodal cluster size distribution observed for the ZrN–Mo 

system as well as the homogeneous distribution of cluster size and the discontinuity of the diamond layer observed for 

the TaN–Mo, are the consequences of the nucleation process in correlation with the diffusion coefficient of carbon 

inside the selected materials, the possibility of carburization and the use of a bias. 

However, in our case independently of the bilayer system selected, diamond layers are composed of clusters of 

diamond nano-grains due to the use of a sequenced process (with and without applied bias sequences) which reduces 

the columnar growth of the diamond grains, their coalescence and favors the secondary nucleation. TEM observations 

of PyrNCD clusters reveal their multilayer structure (Fig. 3); correlated with the alternatively biased and unbiased 

sequences. For the unbiased sequences, average grain size is 9 ± 4 nm with the presence of few grains for which 

diameter reaches 50 nm. For the biased sequences, the diamond grain size is reduced to 1.1 ± 0.3 nm. After the first 

nucleation step process, a time modulated polarized growth step starts. The diamond multilayer formation mechanism 

described below is illustrated Fig. 7. First diamond growth without bias occurs. Isolated nuclei on the surface as well as 

the nano-sized diamond grains localized on the first clusters formed can start growing. For these clusters, graphite is 

predominantly localized at grain boundaries. The next step is a biased sequence. The ionic bombardment occurs. The 

exposed surfaces are etched; mainly the graphitic carbon [25], [42] and the grain boundaries [41]. Surface of the diamond 

grains and grain boundaries of the clusters can act as new nucleation sites. Even if the CH4 content is reduced (0.8%) 

during the biased sequences, carbon content in the plasma near the surface may be increased due to both carbon 

species sputtering possibly giving extra sp3 species under rich H2 atmosphere and a very short mean free path – about 
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3 μm in the CVD reactor with the conditions used – allowing energetic species to deposit again to form diamond. Then 

an enhanced diamond nucleation can occur. Moreover due to the continuous ionic bombardment, growth of diamond 

grains is reduced. Then during the following unbiased sequence, diamond nucleation on the cluster surface defects can 

freely occur and growth of diamond grains located at the cluster periphery starts again. The previously described 

mechanism is repeated until the end of the sequenced process thus leading to the formation of the multilayer PyrNCD 

clusters. 

 

Fig. 7. TEM micrograph and schematic representation of diamond grain growth according each biased/unbiased sequence. 

 

In addition, the previously described mechanism can also explain the pyramidal morphology of the clusters. As noticed 

Fig. 4, for the TaN–Mo system, the diamond layer composed of a juxtaposition of NCD clusters is less continuous than 

for the ZrN–Mo system. As previously shown, this observation has to be correlated with the first steps of the nucleation 

process as a function of the interlayer system used. Since the end of diamond nucleation step, the small clusters 

(< 1 μm) are spherical (Fig. 8). A first unbiased growth step sequence follows leading to the cluster growth without 

modification of their spherical morphology. The biased following sequence etches the exposed surfaces with C--H 

species formation (i.e. the spherical cluster periphery [4]) and begins to induce a conical shape. Then the unbiased 

sequence starts again etc. The cylindrical base of PyrNCD morphology is then a consequence of the lateral cluster 

growth and the contact between two cluster neighbors. This mechanism is presented in Fig. 9. 
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Fig. 8. SEM micrographs of diamond nuclei after the first nucleation step observed on TaN/Mo bilayer system surface. 

 

 

Fig. 9. Schematic representation of PyrNCD diamond cluster growth. 

5. Conclusion 

The use of interlayer systems allows obtaining continuous diamond films on WC–12%Co substrates without any other 

surface pretreatment. The biased sequenced MWCVD conditions presented in this paper lead to an atypical diamond 

cluster morphology which was patented under the name PyrNCD [30]. Moreover, the time-modulated biased growth step 

leads to the formation of a multilayer diamond cluster with two types of layer showing different grain sizes. 

Thermomechanical computations were carried out to understand the stress distribution inside the systems including a 

substrate, a diffusion layer, a nucleation layer and a diamond layer or not. Computation results demonstrate that the 

architecture of the system is optimized in terms of interlayer system (material selection and layer thickness) and that 

the morphology of PyrNCD diamond clusters should not degrade their substrate adhesion. 

This work underlines the prominent effect of substrate carbon solubility on the diamond nucleation density as well as 

the consequences on the clusters size distribution. Using TaN–Mo system, cluster size distribution is homogeneous but 

the diamond layer is not continuous after 6 h of deposit. For ZrN–Mo system, the cluster size distribution is bimodal and 

the diamond layer is continuous. The efficiency of the diffusion barrier is a key parameter to control cobalt diffusion, as 

demonstrated by a previous work [19]. In this study, it is shown that its composition allows modulating carbon diffusion 

and as a consequence the cluster size distribution of the diamond layer and its continuity. 

Two PyrNCD formation models have been elaborated according to the observed scale to explain both the multilayer 

diamond grain sizes (NCD) and the cluster morphology (PyrNCD morphology). The effect of time-modulated polarized 

diamond growth allows the formation of a multilayer diamond structure with a control of the final morphology of the 

diamond cluster. 
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